
ATH-S220BT
WIRELESS HEADPHONES

Listen, Play, Communicate
Experience reliable sound clarity and all-day comfort with Audio-Technica’s  
ATH-S220BT wireless headphones. Featuring up to 60 hours’ battery life and 
multipoint connectivity, the ATH-S220BT headphones provide stress-free sound 
and seamless communication. 

Overview
These on-ear wireless headphones provide superior comfort, with this 
lightweight, relaxed-fit design. Combined with quality audio reproduction, 
these headphones are perfect for gaming sessions, streaming marathons, 
communicating online or simply settling down to listen to your favourite album. 
Connect wirelessly to PCs, tablets and smartphones, with multipoint 
connectivity enabling you to connect to multiple devices at once. Don’t waste 
valuable listening time setting up or trying to switch devices. Fully immerse 
yourself in videos and games with extremely low latency, and with up to 
60 hours of battery, the ATH-S220BT offer stress-free usage all day. 

Features

Light and Comfortable
Lightweight, relaxed-fit headphones for all-day comfort

Weighing in at just 180g (6.3 oz), the ATH-S220BT headphones’ intelligent 
design helps prevent neck and shoulder strain, so you can enjoy album after 
album or gaming sessions with friends. 

Comfortable close-fitting earpads. 

These snug yet stylish wireless headphones incorporate low-profile earpads, 
specially designed to prevent sound from escaping. There’s no compromise 
between comfort and aesthetic when it comes to these wireless headphones 
either, thanks to the wrinkle-free seamless construction.

Stress-Free Charging
Long-lasting battery with up to 60 hours* of use

Our Audio-Technica ATH-S220BT wireless headphones have a powerful battery 
life, making them reliable for longer periods of time without having to worry 
about recharging. Plus, with a USB type A to USB Type C™ cable included, 
you’re able to charge with ease using a variety of different devices.

*Results may vary depending on usage conditions.

Fast-charging support

The ATH-S220BT wireless headphones can be charged for as little as 10 minutes 
and will give you an astonishing 3.5 hours of listening time.  
Simply plug them in while getting ready and experience rich, authentic sound 
for a full day’s worth of enjoyment.

*Results may vary depending on usage conditions.

Reliable Audio Quality
Impressive sound from any source

Since its founding in 1962, Audio-Technica has remained dedicated to 
sound quality, and that dedication is not compromised with these wireless 
headphones. Experience powerful, realistic sound from any source, from music 
and videos to games and connecting with friends and family.



Bring Videos and Games to Life
Minimize audio lag with Low Latency Mode*

Enjoy minimal sound delay while watching videos or playing games on your 
smartphone or tablet.

*Bluetooth connections may be affected by obstacles and ambient radio wave conditions.

Crystal-Clear Calls
Hands-free calling for fewer distractions

You’ll be able to capture crystal-clear audio thanks to the ATH-S220BT’s high-
quality built-in microphone. Enjoy the ability to stay connected with friends and 
family from a variety of devices, controlling the conversation directly from your 
headphones using intuitive on-ear controls. 

Multipoint Pairing
Connect to two devices at once

With the ATH-S220BT headphones you can connect to both your smartphone 
and your PC or tablet at the same time. Never worry about switching devices 
again, with these headphones you can answer a call on your phone while 
enjoying videos on your PC.

Fast Pair Support
Simplified pairing
Easily pair to compatible Android devices with just one tap with Fast Pair. Start 
enjoying your devices faster and more easily with stress-free pairing.

•Google and Android are trademarks of Google LLC.

Wired or Wireless Connectivity
Cable included for wired connections

The 1.2 m (3.9’) included cable with in-line mic and control can be used 
whenever a wired connection is preferred. The cable also helps conserve 
battery power and makes connecting to a PC incredibly quick and easy.

Intuitive Operations
Advanced on-ear controls

Easily operate your device right from the headphones, even when playing music 
or making a call. The buttons are designed to be easy to feel and use, enabling 
stress-free operation.

Compatible with Siri and Google Assistant
Easy access to speech recognition for smartphones

With both Siri and Google Assistant compatibility, you’re able to access 
your device’s speech recognition function at the touch of a button. Receive 
notifications, send messages and control your audio playback without lifting 
a finger. Plus, our voice guidance function can be used to deliver notifications, 
including power and pairing statuses, as well as helping you monitor remaining 
battery levels (low, medium, high). 

RRP: £60/69€ (inc. VAT)

ATH-S220BT
WIRELESS HEADPHONES

Specifications

Headphones
Type Closed-back dynamic  

Driver  40 mm

Sensitivity  102 dB/mW

Frequency Response  5 - 32,000 Hz

Impedance  32 ohms 

Microphone (headphones)
Type Electret condenser 

Polar Pattern Omnidirectional 

Sensitivity –42 dB (1 V/Pa, at 1 kHz)

Frequency Response 50 to 4,000 Hz

Microphone (cable)
Type Electret condenser 

Polar Pattern Omnidirectional 

Sensitivity –44 dB (1 V/Pa, at 1 kHz)

Frequency Response 100 to 10,000 Hz

Communication Specifications
Communication System Bluetooth version 5.0 

Maximum RF Output 10 mW EIRP 

Maximum Communication Range Line of sight - approx. 10 m (33’) 

Frequency Band 2.402 GHz to 2.480 GHz 

Modulation Method GFSK, Pi/4DQPSK, 8DPSK 

Spread Spectrum Method FHSS 

Compatible Bluetooth profiles A2DP, AVRCP, HFP, HSP 

Support Codec SBC 

Specifications are subject to change without notice.


